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Field proven tool to enhance shrimp production.  Tested and used on billions of PLs.   Cost to use is less than five cents 

per 1000 PLs.    Eliminates weak PLs from the population.    Animals show increased tolerance to vibrio infection and 

viral infections.    In all of the pond experiments below the experimental ponds equaled the number of control ponds.   

Every effort was made to standardize variables (tests were run concurrently with PLs from identical suppliers, etc.)  

Larger shrimp with excellent cost benefit  

Much better FCRs with excellent cost benefit. 

Much higher survivals, better growth and excellent 

cost benefit. 

Much better growth with excellent cost benefit.  Shrimp 

benefited in the same manner as the controls who were 

fed antibiotics as needed  throughout  the growth cycle.   

Higher survivals in environment not conducive to high 

survivals.   For product to work it must have the  

optimum environment.   

Much higher survivals, better growth and excellent 

cost benefit. 
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Field proven to enhance shrimp production.  Tested and used on billions of PLs.   Cost to use is less than five cents per 

1000 PLs.    Eliminates weak shrimp from the population.    Animals show increased tolerance to vibrio infection and viral 

infections.    In all of the pond experiments below the experimental ponds equaled the number of control ponds.   Every 

effort was made to standardize variables (tests were run concurrently with PLs from identical suppliers, etc.)  

At Site A, cages were stocked into a single pond. There 4 

control cages and four experimental cages, each containing 

40 animals (20 per meter sq.). At fifty six (56) days, the cage 

experiments were terminated. Only 16% of the controls were 

alive com-pared with 44% of the experimental animals. This 

Honduras Field Trials 

At Site B, a single cage was placed into each of six ponds, three 

controls and three experimental. At 59 days, 32% of the controls 

survived and 40% of the experimental animals. This 8% difference 
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Field proven to enhance shrimp production.  Tested and used on billions of PLs.   Cost to use is less than five cents per 

1000 PLs.    Eliminates weak shrimp from the population.    Animals show increased tolerance to vibrio infection and viral 

infections.    In all of the pond experiments below the experimental ponds equaled the number of control ponds.   Every 

effort was made to standardize variables (tests were run concurrently with PLs from identical suppliers, etc.)  

Ecuador Trials:  Margins in dollars per day per ha.  16 ponds total.   10 out of the 16 outperformed their matched control ponds, many 

significantly.    

Panama Trial    MEGA X fed to PLs prior to stocking and then fed in the feed along with our glucan gave the results below.   

Ponds were matched.     
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